
 

 

Thermobalancing therapy of benign prostatic hyperplasia uses the heat of your own body 

 

Thermobalancing therapy uses the heat of your own body for benign prostatic hyperplasia 

(BPH) and chronic prostatitis / chronic pelvic pain (CP / CPPS) announces Dr Simon Allen's 

new article in the International Journal of Quality Innovation a new article by Dr Simon Allen 

in International Journal of Quality Innovation (IJQI),  

https://jqualityinnovation.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40887-020-00035-0  

This article:  Innovative Thermobalancing therapy and Dr Allen's Device for the first time 

employ body energy to treat chronic prostatic diseases effectively, discusses opportunity to 

use a new method for treatment chronic conditions of internal organ. 

 

 
 

Prof Sang Lee, from University Eminent Scholar Emeritus of University of Nebraska–Lincoln, 

USA, Editor-in-Chief of the IJQI, clarifies the changing role of quality innovation, which 

performs a number of functions, from simply creating new value for the client to the desire 

to influence smart organisations and societies. Thus, the publication on Thermobalancing 

therapy by Springer Nature, a leading scientific publisher at finding innovative solutions to 

scientists' information, indicates the need to update the standard methods of treatment of 

chronic prostate diseases with using the wearable Dr Allen Device. 

 

Why is it important to talk about this discovery? 

Thermobalancing therapy is a fully new treatment method. Neither in ancient medicine in 

Greece, India, Rome, China and Egypt, nor in modern and alternative methods of treatment, 

such a treatment option has never been proposed. Thermobalancing therapy and Dr Allen’s 
Device have received a US patent as "Therapeutic device and method." 

https://jqualityinnovation.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40887-020-00035-0


 

 

 

BPH and CP / CPPS are very common conditions that affect men worldwide. Most of men 

with BPH suffer from lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS).  BPH is caused by continuous 

enlargement of the prostate, can be diagnosed in about 50 percent of men between the 

ages of 51 and 60, and up to 90 percent of men over 80 in the United States. The main 

symptom of CP / CPPS is chronic pelvic pain.  CP / CPPS is caused by inflammation in the 

prostate gland and can affect up to 8% of men of different ages.  

 

The article in IJQI, Innovative Thermobalancing therapy and Dr Allen's Device for the first 

time employ body energy to treat chronic prostatic diseases effectively, explains that BPH 

and CP / CPPS can be treated with the same Dr Allen’s Device. This is the new way for 
treating different chronic prostate diseases: enlarged and inflamed prostate. This was made 

possible due to a new understanding that the cause of both chronic conditions is the 

pathological activity of capillaries.  

 

This is also important because middle-aged or older men can receive Thermobalancing 

treatment at home without visiting clinics and hospitals, therefore minimizing the risk of 

receiving the virus from anyone. This new article explains that Dr Allen’s Device with its 
proven efficacy can be widely used by healthcare providers, especially in a pandemic. 

 

When choosing which BPH treatment do you want to receive? 

The conventional medical treatments for BPH patients are drugs and surgeries. Alpha 

blockers, tamsulosin, terazosin, etc., can develop retrograde ejaculation, headache, 

dizziness, fatigue and sexual dysfunction. The 5 alpha reductase inhibitors: finasteride, 

dutasteride, Avodart are responsible for irreversible side effects: impotence, depression, 

testicle pain, and even diabetes. Thus, BPH drugs are risky and moreover they are becoming 

ineffective gradually. Various surgical procedures to remove the prostate gland or part of it 

have unpleasant complications, which can cause depression, almost in 25% of patients. 

 

Dr Allen’s Device is a class 1 medical device, so it does not require the involvement of a 

notified body. Every man with BPH can use it at home without worrying, as 

Thermobalancing treatment option is harmless. Furthermore, 10-year observation and the 

clinical study on Thermobalancing therapy has confirmed the efficacy of Dr Allen’s Device in 
reducing urinary symptoms and the size of enlarged prostate. Fine Treatment 

https://finetreatment.com/ is a manufacturer and distributor of wearable therapeutic Dr 

Allen’s Devices, delivering them worldwide. The price of delivery is included in the total price 
of the device.  

 


